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1. INTR~DDCTI~N 
Several different authors have applied the principle of limiting absorption 
to the study of the continuous spectrum of Schrodinger operators. For a 
specific list of these authors we refer to the book of Kato [ 181 and to the 
lectures of Saito [20]. In these lectures a potential is called short-range if for 
some positive E it is of the order 0(1x] --I-‘) at infinity. It is called long-range 
if it is of the order 0(1x(-“) and its derivatives are short-range. Closely 
related classes of long-range potentials were studied by Ikebe and Saito 1221 
and Lavine [23]. Note that both of these short-range and long-range 
potentials tend to zero at infinity. 
In this paper we introduce a class of slowly varying potentials which need 
not tend to zero at infinity. To emphasize this fact we call them exploding. 
Then we show that for the corresponding Schrodinger operator the principle 
of limiting absorption holds over a given interval. For completeness, we also 
show that this operator is essentially selfadjoint. Our proof will make 
essential use of a theorem, which gives a growth estimate of the solutions of 
the reduced wave equation, similar to the one obtained by Kato [ 11. This 
theorem will be formulated in Part II of this paper. 
In Section 2 we formulate Conditions I-V with reference to a given 
interval. These conditions are stated with the aid of a family of ftmctions 
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which we call approximate phases. In Theorem 2.1, which is our main 
theorem, we show that if the potential satisfies these conditions, then for the 
part of the Schrodinger operator over this interval, the principle of limiting 
absorption holds. Our interest in this theorem was motivated by the fact that 
it implies absolute continuity for this part of the operator. This is the 
statement of Corollary 2.2. We continue this section by formulating our 
basic hypothesis, which is a set of analytic conditions on the potential. It 
says that it can be written in the form, p = p,, +p, + pz, where pz is 
exploding in the sense of this hypothesis, p, is long-range with respect to pZ. 
and p. is short-range with respect to p2. In case pz tends to infinity at 
infinity, our class of long-range potentials with respect to pz properly 
contains the one in the lectures of Saito [20]. We conclude this section by 
stating Theorem 2.3 which is obtained from Theorem 2.1 by replacing 
Conditions I-V by the basic hypothesis. 
In Section 3 we show that Theorem 2.1 implies Theorem 2.3 by showing 
that the basic hypothesis implies Conditions I-V. We prove this implication 
by constructing an approximate phase. This approximate phase is an approx- 
imate solution of a Ricatti equation. We obtain this approximate solution 
with the aid of the JWKB-approximation method. similarly to the way it was 
done for ordinary differential operators by Rejto in 161. 
In Section 4 we use the approximate phase to define an adjustment of the 
Sommerfeld radiation condition. For the case of a short-range potential we 
obtain a weighted version of the original Sommerfeld condition. Our weight 
is somewhat different from the ones introduced by Agmon 17 1 and Saito 
I21 1. In Theorem 4.1 we show that each solution of the basic equation 
satisfies such an adjusted radiation condition. 
In Section 5 we prove the essential selfadjointness conclusion of 
Theorem 2.1. Note that our basic hypothesis implies the assumptions of the 
Ikebe-Kato theorem [2]. We do not know, however, if our Conditions I-V 
imply their assumptions and so we prove this essential selfadjointness. 
In Section 6, Theorem 6.1, we estimate the tail of the weighted C,-norm of 
the solution of the basic equation. This estimate is in terms of its radiation 
bound and its weighted PZ,-norm and in terms of another weighted P’,-norm 
of the right member. This theorem is a version of 14, Hilfssatz 4 ] of Jager. 
inasmuch as for the case of a short-range potential it gives a weighted 
version of it. We start the proof of Theorem 7.1 by formulating Lemma 7. !. 
This lemma is a version of the key estimate of (4, Hilfssatz 41 of Jager. It 
gives a lower estimate for the derivative of the integrand of the radiation 
bound and it involves an arbitrary pair of positive functions. In Lemma 7.3. 
we impose an additional assumption on this pair of functions. Then we 
formulate an upper estimate for the radiation bound of the solution of the 
basic equation. We complete the proof of Theorem 7.1 by choosing this pair 
of functions in Lemma 7.3. 
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In Section 8 we prove Theorem 2.1 with the aid of the limiting absorption 
principle. Following Eidus [3], we proceed indirectly. This indirect 
assumption together with Theorems 6.1, 7.1 and Propositions 1.2, 1.5 of the 
lectures of Saito [20] yields a solution of the basic equation with zero right 
member and of norm 1. This is the statement of Lemma 8.1. Then, using 
Theorem 7.1 again, in Lemma 8.3 we show that this solution has finite 
radiation bound. Thus these two lemmas contradict the previously mentioned 
theorem concerning the growth estimate of the solutions of the reduced wave 
equation. This contradiction completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Our class of potentials is different from the class of oscillating long-range 
potentials introduced by Mochizuki and Uchiyama [ 111. At the same time in 
their paper they emphasize the importance of the adjustment of the radiation 
condition with the aid of an approximate solution of a Ricatti equation. 
For a related class of exploding potentials we refer to the work of Avron 
and Herbst [24] and Herbst [25]. For growth properties of solutions of 
related differential equations we refer to the work of Agmon and Hormander 
191. 
2. FORMULATION OF THE RESULT 
Let p be a given real valued function in f?,,,,,(&?j) and let A denote the 
Laplacian. As usual [ 151 let aF(s3) denote the class of infinitely differen- 
tiable complex-valued functions with compact support in 23. Then 
H(p) u = -Au + pu, u E GY~J (2.1) 
defines a Hermitian symmetric operator in P,(sJ). 
Now we formulate conditions on the potential p which ensure that this 
operator is essentially selfadjoint. These conditions are formulated with 
reference to a given interval and they also ensure that the part of H(p) over 
the interior of such an interval is absolutely continuous. We start this 
formulation with some notations. Let a be a given angle and define two open 
regions by 
~~*(~)={r~:Re~u~~,O~iarg~<a}, 
where ,? denotes the interior of 3. 
Next for a given positive number f, let 
(2.2) 
L4qF)= {x:xE.GP3,r< 1x1) 
Then to a given real valued function f in C&V(~), we assign two more 
functions in C(& co), by 
f*(l) = ,yp (2.3 *) 
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and 
f*(r) = inf f(x). 
1x1 -i- (2.3,) 
In the following, ““’ denotes differentiation with respect to the radial 
variable. 
Finally, let p be a given locally Holder continuous potential and assume 
that there are regions ,3*(3) of the form (2.2) and that there is a 
neighborhood of infinity M(r”), such that to each ,U in 3, (.W) there is a 
function f?@) in K’(./Y-(3) which satisfies the following five conditions: 
CONDITION I. The family of functions {&,u)} admits continuous 
extensions onto the closures .3,(3’) and the extended functions, B,@)(x). 
are jointly continuous in (u, x) for ,u in C/9, (.7’) and x in I ‘(r’). There is a 
positive number E such that the function 
q(u) = -i@cu> + ep) - cu -P), (2.4) 
satisfies the uniform estimate 
lim sup Y’ +’ sup iq@)l*(r)I(Re@)) ~‘I*(Y)” < co. (2.5) 
r + L> ue.y,c 7) 
CONDITION II. The real part of r3@) satisfies the uniform estimates 
lim inf LIE iff, Ij(Re B(p)(r) sgn Imp)* > 0 r-n: * 
(2.6) 
and 
Its imaginary part satisfies the uniform estimate 
lim inf r’ +’ i$f, 7)(Im NP))*(~) > -1. (2.8) r-oc * 
CONDITION III. For each p in SPP,(,7) 
lim supr-’ /Re 13(,~)i*(r)~ < co 
r-13 
(2.9) 
and 
lim sup r-I 1 Im fQ)i *(r) < co. 
r-a 
(2.10) 
Next let A denote the Laplace Beltrami operator on .Y2, the 2-dimensional 
unit sphere. 
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CONDITION IV. There is a first-order partial differential operator v such 
that denoting its adjoint by a*, 
-A= a*a (2.11) 
and 
lim sup rE yE$;g) I wA*w < 03. (2.12) 
r-m 
CONDITION V. For each 1 in 7 the limit functions of Condition I, 
8, (A) = J!mO e(n f iK), (2.13) 
are such that 
lim sup r Im O+(A) * < f. 
r-m 
(2.14) 
Next we illustrate that Conditions I-IV allow us to construct an 
asymptotic solution to the equation 
@+A-p)u=O. 
To see this, first, for each function !P define 
Y(X) = 1x1-l ev(W)). 
Then elementary algebra yields 
Ay(x)= [(VP. vy?+Ll!P-2~x~-*(x. V!P)]y. 
Hence 
Second, define 
J 
.IXl 
Y(jl, x) = i 
0 
ecu) +U h. 
c ) 
Then using Condition IV and some additional smallness conditions on the 
second-order angular derivatives of Q), we find 
VY. VY + AY - 2 1X1-*(X . vY) N ie’@)(X) - e*(U)(X). 
Combining this relation with Condition I we obtain 
@+A-P)Y(x)-0 for 1x1~ 0~). 
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Next we note that assumption (2.8) of Condition II implies that 
sup sup /XI lYcu)(X)l < 03. 
x LIE ip,(.Y) 
Similarly assumption (2.6) of Condition II implies that for real ,u this 
function oscillates. 
In Theorem 2.1, which is our main theorem, we show that under these 
conditions for this operator the principle of limiting absorption holds with 
respect to the norm 
llfll .I l+ZE= 
c 
1. If(x)l’(l +Ix/)l.“:&)’ ). (2.15) 
3 
In it, following Dunford and Schwartz [ 13 1 we define 
RCu, H(P)) = @I - f-V))- ‘. P Em(P)). 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that the given potential p satisfies Conditions 
I-V with respect to the given interval .W. Then the operator H(p) of 
definition (2.1) is essentially selfadjoint. Furthermore. 
sup IINP~ H(P))fll I ( < o3 
ttC,4*( 7) llf II I t2c 
(2.16) 
Our interest in this theorem was motivated by the fact that it implies that 
this part of the operator is absolutely continuous. This is the statement of the 
following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 the part of the 
operator H(p) over the interval ,Y is absolute111 continuous. 
H(P)(~ = H(P)(,%,. (2.17) 
To prove this corollary we need the well-known fact that it is implied by 
the existence of a dense subset 6 of f!,(,5F,) such that [ 191, 
UEy~y *, l(f, NP, H(P)).!-) - (.A R01, H(p))S)I < ~0, J’E 6. (2.18) 
* 
We chose this set by 
G = U-E %C~d: llflll + ZE < CfJ 1, 
Clearly, this relation defines a dense subset of f?,(.<$,) and we claim that 
conclusion (2.16) implies estimate (2.18). To see this we note that the 
Schwarz inequality implies 
KJ; W, H(~))f)l < IINK H(~))fll , c llfll, + t. 
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Hence 
(2.19) 
Inserting conclusion (2.16) into inequality (2.19) we find estimate (2.18). 
This completes the proof of Corollary 2.2. 
Next we formulate analytic conditions on the potential p and given 
interval ,Y’ which imply the existence of such an approximate phase. As 
usual [ 161, we denote by L, the angular momentum operators defined by 
L, = r(k, 1, m)(x,D, - x,,,D,>, k = 1, 2, 3, (2.20) 
where x(k, I, m) is the parity of this permutation and D,,, = 3/3x,. 
BASIC HYPOTHESIS. The real valued potential p is locally Hd;lder 
continuous and admits a decomposition of the form, 
P’PO fP, fP2* 
The potential p2 is such that 
lim suppf(r) < inf .T 
r+m 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
and for some positive E the following four uniform estimates hold, 
lim sup r’ +’ sup ilP;cU -pJ’l*(r> + IPS’Cu-iW’I*@-11 r-rcc ue.l*( 7) 
x I@ -pJ114 I*(r) < co (2.23) 
and 
(2.24) 
lim inf r ’ + ’ inf Im (~~~2~),;>-l (2.25) 
r-cc UE.2*( n 
and 
lim sup rE 
r-m wEsBulq,y) {I@ -P~z)-“~LkP2l*(r)+ ILkP$ -A-‘/*(r)} < 00. 
(2.26) 
Furthermore for each ,u in 9,(Z) 
lim sup r-’ (,u -p*l*(r) < 03. 
r-m 
(2.27) 
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The potential p, is long range with respect to pz : 
and 
and 
lim rE 
r-5 hEs;g,, lo1-PJ”2 LAP,!*(r) < ~0. + 
The potential p0 is short range with respect to pz 
lim sup r’+‘I pJ*(r) sup I@ -pz) m’l”i*(r) < a3. 
r ‘(1 WE f,( n 
In addition for each A in .iy 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
(2.3 1) 
(2.32 \ 
In the following section we show that if the given potential p and interval 
.7 satisfy the basic hypothesis, then to each .U in .3?‘,(,W) there is an approx- 
imate phase O(,B) which satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 2.1. This leads 
to 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose that the given potential p and given interval 7 
satisfy the basic hypothesis. Then the operator of definition (2.1) is essen- 
tially selfadjoint. Its part over the interval J’ is absolutely continuous 
ff(P)(,W) = ff(P)(,~),,. (2.33) 
We conclude this section by giving two examples. These examples 
illustrate that it is particularly simple to verify our basic hypothesis for 
potentials whose exploding part is radially symmetric. 
As a first example we choose the exploding part of the potential to be 
absent 
pz E 0. (2.341 
Next let .iv be a bounded subinterval of .&+ which is bounded away from 
zero. Then clearly .P satisfies assumption (2.22) with respect to this p2. It is 
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also clear that this pz satisfies assumptions (2.23~(2.27), and (2.32). Next 
we assume that the potentials p,, and p, are such that 
(2.35) 
ID,P,(x)I = W-‘-“), IxI-+ ~0, k = 1,2,3, (2.36) 
and 
p,(x) = 0(1x1-I-“), 1x1-t 03. (2.37) 
We claim that these assumptions imply that p, and p, satisfy the 
assumptions of the basic hypothesis with respect to p2. The fact that they 
satisfy assumptions (2.28) and (2.31) is an immediate consequence of 
definition (2.3*). Similarly, the fact that p1 satisfies assumption (2.30) is an 
immediate consequence of definition (2.20). To see that p, also satisfies 
assumption (2.29) we need an elementary fact. Namely, we need that since 
we denote radial differentiation by a prime 
P;(X) =c!!Lx 
ax I4 
This formula yields 
P;(X) = (x: +x: + xi)-“*(~9, P,(X) + ~~D,P,(x) + ~~D,P,(x)). (2.38) 
Inserting assumption (2.36) in this formula we find that assumption (2.29) 
holds. Hence all the assumptions of the basic hypothesis hold for the sum of 
these potentials. 
As a second example we choose the exploding part of the potential to be 
p*(r) = -(tJ + l)? (2.39) 
Note that this potential barely misses the homogeneity requirement of 
Agmon [5]. Next we choose ,I to be an arbitrary compact subinterval of .q 
and assume that 
PI(X) = OW2>~ 1-x + 03, (2.40) 
aPI -= O(lXI-l’*-E), 
&- 
[xl+ 00, 
and 
PO(X) = O(IXI-l’*-e), IxI+ 00. (2.42) 
Then similarly to the case of the first example we see that the sum of these 
potentials satisfies our basic hypothesis. 
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3. THEOREM 2.1 IMPLIES THEOREM 2.3 
In this section we show that if the given potential p and interval .?’ satisfy 
the basic hypothesis, then there are regions of the form ,X*(.7) such that to 
each ,U in .,?*(:~I) there is an approximate phase &,u). 
To motivate the construction of such an approximate phase we introduce 
some notations. First let I = I?,(Y*) denote the C,-space over the sphere %.Vz 
with reference to the induced measure on Yz. Second let the transformation 
T mapping X?,(5PX) onto f??2(9+, X) introduce polar coordinates, 
Tu(r)(w) = ru(rw), r-E.??+. WE ‘22 
Third let the operator L(P) be defined by 
L(P)v=-D*v+Bv+Pv, v E Tf.IF(593), 
where 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
Dv(r) = $ (r) (3.3) 
and 
B(r) = -rp2A (3.4) 
and P is the operator of multiplication by the B(X)-valued function 
corresponding to p, 
P(r) a(o) = p(rw> a(o), rE.@+, oE.iC;, UEX (3.5) 
Note that definition (3.4) implies that for each r 
(Wh a>~ > 0, aEa(A)=a. (3.6) 
In Sections 5 and 6 we shall make essential use of this positive definiteness 
relation. As is well known [ 161 definitions (2.1), (3.1), and (3.2) imply that 
H(p) = T*L(P) T on TOF(,‘Z3). (3.7) 
At the same time it follows that the definition 
//~/IItE= (Jo’ Iv(r>l%l + r)1+L~r)1’2~ v E 2!,(9+, X) (3.8) 
yields 
(3.8) 
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For future reference, for a given interval ,P we also define 
(i ) 
112 
IIVII 1+&Y-= y’)l:(l + ryf.fr . (3.9) 
Relation (3.8) shows us that it suffices to prove Theorem 2.1 for the operator 
L(P)* 
Next we note that the operator L(P) -B is, essentially, an ordinary 
differential operator. This is due to the fact that 
(L(P) - B)v = -D2u + Pv 
and the family of operators of definition (3.5) commute in the sense that 
w, > P(r2) =PQ-,) P(r, >* 
For a class of ordinary differential operators whose potentials satisfy 
assumptions similar to our basic hypothesis an approximate phase was given 
in Rejto [6]. In fact, this application of the second order JWBK- 
approximation method suggests to choose a 6(X)-valued approximate phase 
by 
i cu - P2(r>>’ &P)(r) = dP - (PI + P2Nf.J + 4 & _ p2(r)) . 
Here, J denotes each of the two branches of this function, detined in the 
open upper or lower half-planes by the requirement that 
Im fi > 0. (3.10) 
Note that the approximate phase of Conditions I-V, is a function of the 
variable x in 9~. Because of definition (3.5), the above definition yields 
S@)(x) = ,u - (p +pz)(x) + L- @ -p2(x))’ I 
4 cu -P2@>) * 
(3.11) 
To verify that the approximate phase of definition (3.11) satisfies 
Condition I we insert it into definition (2.4). This yields, after an elementary 
calculation. 
401) =po - &(Poso1 -p2)r’12 - b(PScu -Pz>-I>’ (3.12) 
++p;ol- (p, +P2))-“2 ++P,o1- (PI fP2)Y2PS@ -P2)-‘. 
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To see that the first term satisfies assumption (2.5) we claim that 
lim sup i(Re 8(,~)))‘I*(r)“’ /,u -pzIiC(r)“” < co. 
r+ 1 
(3.13) 
To see this, in turn, we note that definition (3.11) and assumptions (2.22). 
(2.23). and (2.28) imply 
lim IBCu)l,(r)l~-~~l.(r) ’ ’ = 1 i--L 
At the same time it follows that 
(3.14) 
Definitions (2.3:,) and (2.3*) show that for each function, in particular for 
the function B(U), 
IRe &,~>l~(r)~’ = I(Re NJ)) ‘l*(r). (3.15) 
Relations (3.14) and (3.15) together yield 
lim I(ReBCu))~‘I*(r)lRe\/ilI-p?l,:(r)= 1. 
)’ a’* 
(3.16) 
Assumption (2.22) shows that 
(3.17) 
Multiplying the left members of relations (3.16) and (3.17) together and 
taking square roots, we obtain relation (3.13). Then, multiplying the left 
members of relation (3.13) and assumption (2.3 1) together and using that the 
product of the lim sups majorizes the lim sup of the product we obtain that 
pO satisfies assumption (2.5). 
To see that the second and third terms also satisfy assumption (2.5) we 
claim that 
I I 
* 
lim sup 
PS - (r)=O. 
r-cr utl*(T) p-p1 
(3.18) 
To see this, in turn, we note that multiplying the left members of 
assumptions (2.27) and (2.23) together and using assumption (2.22) we find 
lim sup rE sup -EL 
I i 
* 
(r) < a3 
r-cc NE R*( n P -Pz 
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Since by assumption E is positive, this relation proves relation (3.18). 
Inserting relation (3.18) into assumption (2.23) we find 
lim sup r-l+’ sup 
r+cc u E.9*V) [I I 
-& * (r)* 
(3.19) 
Relations (3.13) and (3.19) together show that the second and third terms 
satisfy assumption (2.5). 
To see that the fourth term also satisfies assumption (2.5) multiply the left 
members of relation (3.13) and assumption (2.29) together. Because of 
assumptions (2.22) and (2.28) this proves that the fourth term of relation 
(3.12) indeed satisfies assumption (2.5). 
Similarly, assumptions (2.23) and (2.29) together show that the fifth term 
satisfies assumption (2.5). Hence q(u), the sum of these five terms, also 
satisfies assumption (2.5). Therefore Condition I holds for this approximate 
phase. 
To verify that the approximate phase of definition (3.11) satisfies 
Condition II we note that assumption (2.22) yields, 
lim inf inf 1 Re ~!,l*(r) # 0. r+m rrE.%*( 7) 
(3.20) 
Inserting this relation in relation (3.14) we find 
lim inf inf IRe &,~)j~(r) > 0. (3.21) 
r+m u0.9*(.7) 
At the same time it follows that for large enough r 
w@e ~01)Mr) = w(Re v%?&(r). (3.22) 
Next we show that 
lim inf we,$f(,f)(Re d= sgn Im PM-) > 0. (3.23) r-+00 * 
To see this we note that for any branch of the J-function 
z = (Re fi)’ - (Im fi)’ + 2i Re(\/7) Im(\/;) 
and so 
Im z Re & = 2(Re &)’ Im fi. 
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Hence for the branch of definition (3.10), 
ImzRe&>O. 
Applying this relation to z =,D -pz and using relation (3.20) we obtain 
relation (3.23). Relations (3.21)-(3.23) together prove assumption (2.6). 
To see assumption (2.8) we note that definitions (3.10) and (3.11) together 
yield 
Insertion of assumption (2.25) into this relation proves assumption (2.8). 
Therefore, all the assumptions of Condition II hold. 
To verify that the approximate phase of definition (3.11) satisfies 
Condition III insert assumptions (2.27) and (2.29) into this definition. This 
yields, 
lim sup Y-’ 1 &u)~*(T)’ < m. 
r-u’ 
This estimate clearly implies assumptions (2.9) and (2.10) and completes the 
proof of Condition III. 
To verify that the approximate phase of definition (3.11) satisfies 
Condition IV, we need a well-known fact [ 161. Namely, we need that the 
momentum operators of definition (2.20) are such that 
This relation shows that the operator defined by 
au = (L/$), k= 1,2.3 (3.24) 
and its adjoint 
satisfy assumption (2.11). Applying the operator of definition (3.24) to the 
approximate phase of definition (3.11) yields 
* 
k = 1. 2. 3. 
Inserting assumptions (2.26), (2.29), and (2.30) into this formula proves 
assumption (2.12). This completes the proof of Condition IV. 
To verify that the approximate phase of definition (3.11 j satisfies 
Condition V we note that it is clear from this definition that the limit of 
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assumption (2.13) does exist. At the same time it follows from assumptions 
(2.22) and (2.30) that for large enough x, 
Im e*@>(x) = % -P*)‘(X)l(~ -P*)(X). 
Inserting assumption (2.32) into this formula proves assumption (2.14). This 
completes the proof of Condition V. 
Therefore the approximate phase of definition (3.11) satisfies all the 
assumptions of Theorem 2.1. In other words, Theorem 2.1 implies 
Theorem 2.3. 
4. A WEIGHTED RADIATION CONDITION FOR THE 
SOLUTION OF THE BASIC EQUATION 
In this section we first assume that the function u is in the domain of the 
closure of the operator L(P) of definition (3.2), 
u E ‘D(w)) = q2+ > 3). (4.1) 
Second we assume that it satisfies the basic equation 
D*v-Bv+(p-P)v=g, (4.2) 
where 
and 
Imp#O. (4.4 ) 
Note that in this section we do not claim that such a v does exist nor do 
we claim that it is unique. The following theorem formulates a weighted 
radiation condition for it: 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that the function v satisfies assumptions 
(4.1 t(4.3). Suppose, further that the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 hold. Then 
there is a constant r0 such that for each such v 
ll(D - ie)vll-l~r,.m, < 03. (4.5) 
Note that this theorem does not claim and in general it is not true that this 
bound is uniform in v. In Section 6 we shall introduce additional 
assumptions on g which will imply such a uniformity. 
We start the proof of this theorem by formulating a lemma. 
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LEMMA 4.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, 
(u, (D - iO)u); = ((D - i8)v, (D - i@u), + (u, Bu), + (u, Qv)~ + (t’, gJx 
+ (2i Re Bu, (D - iO)v), . (4.6 1 
To prove this lemma we note that the product rule of differentiation yields. 
(c, (D - iO)u)$ = ((Dv, (D - i@)u), + (0. D(D - iO)c),. 
Hence 
(u, (D - iO)u);= ((D - iO)u, (D - if?)v), + (if%, (D - iO)c), 
+ (c, D(D - i@u),. (4.7) 
Since iB is a multiplication operator, 
(D + iO)(D - i0) = 0’ + e2 - i8’ (4.8) 
Definition (2.4) allows us to express 8’ in terms of the approximate 
potential Q. Inserting this expression into formula (4.8) we find 
(D + iB)(D - ie) = D2 + @ - P) + Q. (4.9) 
Note that these formulae hold whether or not v satisfies the basic equation 
(4.2). 
Next we apply formula (4.9) to the solution of this equation, which yields 
D(D - iO)v = -iB(D - it3)u + Bc + Qtl + g. (4. IO) 
Since 
if? + (-8) = 2i Re 0 
we see from relation (4.10) that 
(ieu, (D - iO)u), + (v, D(D - iO)u), = (2i Re &I, (D - iO)u), + (v, Bu), 
+ (~9 Qu)x + (u> g)x. (4.11) 
Insertion of relation (4.11) into relation (4.7) completes the proof of 
Lemma 4.2. 
We return to the proof of Theorem 4.1. Since 
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we see from Lemma 4.2 that 
(r-’ Re(v, (D - i@v),(r))’ 
= - re2 Re(v, (D - @u),(r) + r-i l(D - ie) v(r)l: 
+ r-’ Re(2i Re Bu, (D - i0)v),(r) + r-l(u, Bv)z(r) 
+ r-l Re(v, Qu),(r) + r-I Re(v, g)dr). (4.12) 
We use this formula to obtain an upper estimate for the integral of the 
second term on the right. We start such an upper estimate by formulating 
lower estimates for the other terms on the right. 
To estimate the first term from below we employ the Schwarz inequality. 
This implies that 
-r-* Re(v, (D - iO)u),(r) > - tr-* ju(r)l$ - fr-* I(0 - ie) u(r)l:. (4.13) 
To estimate the fourth term from below we note that according to the 
positive definiteness relation (3.6) 
r-‘(u, h),(r) > 0. (4.14) 
To estimate the fifth term from below we note that according to definition 
(2.3 *) 
r-‘(u, QuMr) 2 --r-l lQl*P> lu(r)li. (4.15) 
To estimate the sixth term from below we note that according to the 
Schwarz inequality 
r3uMr)> -r-l I4rMg(rh. (4.16) 
To estimate the third term from below first we observe that assumption 
(2.9) of Condition III allows us to choose positive numbers E and r. so that 
ere2 IRe 81*(r)* < +r-’ for r>r,. 
Second we observe that the Schwarz inequality implies that 
lr-1(2Ret9u,(D-iB)u),(r)J<&-’ Iu(r)l~+&r-*IReB(D-i0)u(r)l:. 
Combining these two estimates and remembering definition (2.3*) we find, 
for r > ro, 
Re(r-‘(2i Re &, (D - i6J)u)x(r)) 2 -Cl Iu(r)l: - $-I I(0 - 8) u(r)l:. 
(4.17) 
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Next we insert the lower estimates (4.13)-(4.17) into formula (4.12). This 
yields, after rearranging terms, 
(r-’ Re(u, (D - iB)v),(r))’ + (r-* + E-‘) ]v(r)ji+ F’ IQ/*(r) Iv(r)li 
+~-‘l~o-Mg(~)lx 
< (&r--l - r-2) I(0 - ie) u(r)l; for r > rO. (4.18) 
Assumption (2.5) of Condition I, relation (3.15) and assumption (2.9) of 
Condition III together show that 
lim*Fp r-’ / Ql*(r> < 00. 
Combining this relation with assumptions (4.1) and (4.3) we see that the 
second, third, and fourth terms on the left are integrable in any neighborhood 
of infinity which does not contain zero. Hence defining 
y= ( ((r--Z +&-I + r-’ lQl*W> IWi + r-’ I4r)lx I g(rh) dr (4.19) 
.’ f-11 
and integrating estimate (4.18) over any given interval (r’, , r;), we find 
Re(r,:‘(v, (D - iO)u),(rj) - r;‘(u, (D - i@v),(r,)) + y 
> lr’ (ire’ - r-*) I(0 - i0) v(r)l: dr. 
1 m 
(4.20) 
We complete the proof of Theorem 4.1 by formulating an upper estimate for 
the left member. This is done in the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 there is a 
sequence (rj} tending to infinity, such that 
lim rj ’ Re(u, (D - iO)u),(rj) < 0. 
‘j‘fX 
(4.2 1) 
We prove this proposition indirectly. Accordingly, we assume that there 
are positive constants y and rl such that 
Re(v, (D - i@u),(r) > yr for r>r,. (4.22) 
Next we note that definition (3.3) and the product rule together yield 
Re(v, (D - ie)v), = $(Iu 1:)’ + Re(u, -b%),. 
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This in turn yields 
(r-l jU(r)l:)’ = 2r-’ Re(v, (D - @v),(r) - 2r-’ Re(v, -i0~)~(r) 
- v2 /u(r)l~. 
Inserting the indirect assumption (4.22) and definition (2.3”) into this 
formula we find 
(I-’ Iu(r)lZJ’ > 27 - (r-* + 2r-’ Im t!?*(r)) ju(r)l:. (4.23) 
Assumption (4.1) implies that the left member is integrable. At the same 
time assumption (4.1), assumption (2.10) of Condition II and the indirect 
assumption (4.22) imply that the right member of inequality (4.23) is not 
integrable. This contradiction completes the proof of Proposition 4.3. 
Finally, insertion of Proposition 4.3 into estimate (4.20) and use of 
definition (3.9) completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
5. ESSENTIAL SELFADJOINTNESS PROOF 
As is well known, to prove that the operator of definition (2.1) is essen- 
tially selfadjoint it sufftces to show that its deficiency indices are zero. This 
is implied by the theorem which follows. 
THEOREM 5.1. The adjoint of the operator of definition (2.1), H(p)*, is 
such that for each complex number ,u in .9?* (3’), 
u* E We*) and pu* -H(p)* u* = 0 (5.1) 
imply 
u* =o. (5.2) 
The asumption that p is locally Holder continuous allows us to apply the 
Weyl lemma [ 141 to the equation of relation (5.1). This shows that U* is a 
pointwise solution of the equation, 
h*(x) + (/I -p) u(x) = 0, XE9J. (5.3) 
At the same time it follows that U* is continuous at x = 0 and that it admits 
a bounded radial derivative there. Hence defining v = Tu* we obtain a 
pointwise solution of 
D’v-Bv+(,u-P)v=O (5.4) 
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for which 
(Du, u),(O) = 0. 
Next we observe that relations (5.4) and (5.5) imply that 
(5.5) 
Im(Dv, v)&) = Im ill i” / v(a)l: do. (5.6) 
-0 
To see this, we note that since by assumption p is real and since our inner 
product is conjugate linear in its first argument, Eq. (5.4) yields 
Im(Du, u); = Imp 1 v 1:. (5.7) 
Because of relation (5.5), integration of relation (5.7) yields relation (5.6). 
We continue the proof of this theorem by formulating a pointwise estimate 
for U. This is done in the following proposition which holds whether or not z’ 
satisfies Eq. (5.4). 
PROPOSITION 5.2. There is a positive number p. such that for each I? in 
wp,, m), a 
2 sgn Re I3 
IRe 4, 
Im(Du, ~3)~. (5.8) 
We start the proof of this proposition by noting that assumption (2.6) of 
Condition II allows us to choose a p. so that 
inf (Re 0 sgn Im ,u)*@) > 0. 
Pap0 
(5.9) 
Clearly, in this interval the operator Re 0@) is either positive definite or 
negative definite and it is invertible. 
We continue the proof of this proposition by noting that the identity 
D-it9=(D+Im8)-iRe8, (5.10) 
implies the identity 
(u, Re Bu), = ((Re 8))‘(0 - iO)u, (D - iQ)v), - 2 Im(Du, u)~ 
- ((Re e)-‘(0 + Im e)u, (D + Im B)u),. (5.11) 
In case 
ReB>O and so Re8=/Re81, (5.12) 
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the third term is positive and identity (5.11) yields the upper estimate for the 
left member, 
(u, [Re 191 u)z < (I Re 6’-‘(0 - iB)u, (D - i@u), - 2 Im(Dv, u)z. 
Inserting definition (2.3*) in this estimate and using relation (2.47) we find 
conclusion (5.8) under the additional assumption (5.12). In case 
Ret?<0 and so Re8=-lRe01 (5.13) 
the second term in the identity (5.11) is negative and it yields the lower 
estimate for the left member, 
(u, Re eujx 2 ((Re e)-*(o - ie)u, (D - ie)u), - 2 Im(Du, v)z. 
Multiplying this inequality by (-1) and replacing -Re B by ) Re Bj we find 
conclusion (5.8) under the additional assumption (5.13). Since relation (5.9) 
implies that one of the additional assumptions (5.12) and (5.13) holds, this 
completes the proof of Proposition 5.2. 
We return to the proof of Theorem 5.1. Proposition 5.2 clearly implies that 
2 sgn Re 0 
IRe 4, 
We see from relation (5.9) that 
sgn Re 0@) = sgn Im p for P>P~. 
Inserting relations (5.6) and (5.15) into estimate (5.14) we find 
(5.15) 
(5.16) 
Multiplication of this estimate by p-r 1 Re S/*@)’ yields 
2p-* IRe8/,@)IImC1/jPlu(~)I:~~gp-1 I@-i@u@)& (5.17) 
0 
Theorem 4.1 implies that the right member of this inequality is in L,@, , co). 
On the other hand assumption (2.6) of Condition II implies that the first 
factor on the left is not in l?,@, , co). Therefore, the second factor which is 
positive and increasing can not be strictly positive. Hence u is identically 
zero and this completes the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
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6. AN ESTIMATE FOR THE TAIL OF THE WEIGHTED Q2-NORM 
OF THE SOLUTION OF THE BASIC EQUATION 
In this section we estimate the tails of the weighted f?,-norms of the 
solutions of the basic equation. The following theorem formulates such an 
estimate. It implies that these tails are small provided that the radiation 
bounds and the weighted P!,-norms together with the conjugate norms 
extended over the entire axis 3, are uniformly bounded. 
THEOREM 6.1. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 hold. Then 
there is a constant p,, such that to each positive constant p, >po there is 
another constant y@,) such that for every g and corresponding solution L’ qf‘ 
the basic Eq. (4.2) 
Furthermore, this estimate is uniform in ,a in R, (. 7’) .for each bounded 
interval .Y and 
lim y@i) = 0. 
p,poc 
(6.2) 
We start the proof of this theorem by applying Proposition 5.2 to the 
solution of the basic Eq. (4.2). To estimate the second term we note that it 
suffices to prove this theorem for g in Ci(.W+). For such a right member, 
similarly to relation (5.5), we see that 
(Dv, v),(O) = 0. (6.3 1 
Then clearly, 
Im(Dv, v)&) = fp Im(Dv, u);(r) dr 
-0 
(6.4) 
Similarly to relation (5.7), the assumption that v satisfies the basic Eq. (4.2) 
implies 
Im(Dv, v); = Im ,u(u, 2~)~ + Im(v, g)x. 
Inserting relation (6.5) into relation (6.4) we find 
(6.5) 
Im(Du, u)&) = Imp 1’ 1 v(r)l: dx + 1” Im(v, g)*(r) dr. (6.6) 
0 -0 
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Next we choose the constant pO to be the larger of the constants of 
Proposition 5.2 and of relation (5.9). Then multiplying relation (6.6) by 
-sgn Re 19 we see that 
-sgn Re 19@) Im(Du, v)z@) < -sgn Re 19@) i” Im(u, g),(r) dr 
0 
for p>po. (6.7) 
The Schwarz inequality implies that 
2 P/~~~~~~~~~~~l~~~Il~ll~l-E+lI~ll~+E. i 0 (6.8) 
Inserting inequality (6.8) in inequality (6.7) we find 
- 2 sgn Re @I ImPu, u>&) G II u II y I -E + II sllf + E. (6.9) 
Inserting estimate (6.9), in turn, into Proposition 5.2 we find 
I’I:G lRelgl: I(D-ie)ul:+ IRele,, (Ilull’l-,+ ligl/:+d (6.10) 
Multiplying this estimate by the weight function and integrating over the 
interval @,, co) we obtain conclusion (6.1) with the constant 
@i)=max SUP r-‘~RcB~,(r)-2,~m~RcBl,(r)-~(l +r)-I-“dr . 
I T>P, PI I 
(6.11) 
The fact that for this constant conclusion (6.2) holds is an immediate conse- 
quence of assumption (2.6) of Condition II. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 6.1. 
7. ESTIMATES FOR A WEIGHTED RADIATION BOUND 
OF THE SOLUTION OF THE BASIC EQUATION 
In this section we show that the estimates of Theorem 4.1 are uniform in 
the right member of the basic equation, provided that we restrict it to a dense 
subset of Q2(S’+, 3). In addition we also estimate a norm of the scalar 
valued function (Y, Bv),. These estimates are formulated in 
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THEOREM 7.1. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 hold. Then 
there are constants y and r,, such that for every g and corresponding solution 
v of basic equation (4.2), 
ll(D - iO)vl/2 I,(2r,,m)~Y~Il~ll~,-r+ I/gll:i2J (7.1) 
and 
I/(& wy2 II 5 1,(2ro,co) < Y(ll4lL+ Ml:+2E). (7.2) 
Furthermore, these estimates are uniform in ,u in .Y9,(.Y) for each bounded 
interval I W. 
This theorem is a version of Hilfssatz 4 of Jager 141. The lemma which 
follows formulates a version of the key estimate of that proof. 
LEMMA 7.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 6.1 for each pair qt’ 
given strictly positive functions (t, , t2), 
(IV-i@vl:)‘> ((Im8)*-ti-t2)l(D-i0)vj:- i$lQ\*(r)2 
+ r-l+’ I aOl*(r)’ ) / v(r>l: - f / g(r)li + (v, BvL(r) 
+ (2(Im e),(r) + 2r-’ - r ~‘~‘)(v,Bv),(r). (7.3) 
We start the proof of this lemma by formulating a version of Lemma 4.2. 
This version says that for each solution of the basic equation (4.2), 
((D - iB)v, (D - iO)v)i = 2 Re((D - i6)v, -iO(D - iO)v), 
+ 2 Re((D - i@v, g)x + 2 Re((D - iO)v, Qv)~ 
+ 2 Re((D - iO)v, Bv),. (7.4) 
To prove this relation we note that according to the product rule 
((D - iO)v, (D - iO)u);= 2 Re(D(D - iO)v, (D - iO)v),. 
Inserting relation (4.10) into this one we find relation (7.4). 
We continue the proof of this lemma by estimating from below the right 
member of relation (7.4). To estimate the first term we note that since 
Re(-iB) = Im 8. (7.5) 
definition (2.3,) yields 
2 Re((D - ie)v, -iB(D - iB)v), > 2(Im H), I(0 - i0)~/?,. (7.6) 
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To estimate the second term of relation (7.4) from below we note that the 
Schwarz inequality implies, 
2Re((D - iti)v,g)za -t, I(0 -i0)ul:-- (l/t,)lgl:. (7.7) 
To estimate the third term of relation (7.4) we note that replacing g by QU 
and t1 by t, in this inequality yields 
2 Re((D - iO)u, Qu)x > -t, I(0 - iS)u\: - (l/tZ)) Qvli. (7.8) 
To estimate the fourth term of relation (7.4) from below first we note that 
definitions (3.3) and (3.4) imply that 
2 Re(Dv, Bu),(r) = (0, Bv);(r) t (2/r)(v, Bu),(r). (7.9) 
Second, we note that assumption (2.11) and definition (3.4) together yield, 
(-it%, Bf~)~(r) = (l/P)(V(-iB)u, Vu),(r). 
Since for each r, B(r) is a multiplication operator on ZX and since 9 is a first- 
order partial differential operator, 
P(-i&r)) = -i&r) V - i(Ff!?(r)). 
Inserting this relation and relation (7.5) into the previous one, we find 
2 Re(-iBu, Bu)~(~) = (2/r’)(Im &u, ~u)~(T) 
+ (2/r’) Re(-i(q@)u, %~)~(r). (7.10) 
Assumption (2.11) and definitions (2.3,) and (3.4) together yield 
(2/r*)(Im NV, Vu)z(r) > 2(Im B),(u, Bu),(r). 
The Schwarz inequality and assumption (2.11) together imply 
2 Re(-i(gB) o, vu),(r) > --I ltd2 lVOl*(r)2 Iuli(r) - r-‘-E’2(9u, Ou)f(r). 
Inserting these two inequalities into relation (7.10) and using assumption 
(2.11) again we obtain 
2 Re(-i&, Bu)Jr) > 2(Im B),(u, Bu),(r) - rWite’* jv’BI*(r)” Iu(:(r) 
- r-‘-‘(u, Bu),(r). (7.11) 
Adding inequalities (7.9) and (7.11) we arrive at 
2Re((D-iB)u,Bu),(r)~(u,Bu)~(r)-r-’+C’2~~~]*~u~~(r) 
+2(r-‘t(Im@),-r -‘-“)(o,Bu)r(r). (7.12) 
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Finally, inserting inequalities (7.12), (7.6)-(7.8) into relation (7.4) we 
arrive at conclusion (7.2). This completes the proof of Lemma 7.2. 
In the next lemma we estimate a radiation bound of P with the aid of the 
corresponding integral of the second and third terms of Lemma 7.2 and the 
integral of (0. Bv), extended over a bounded interval. 
LEMMA 7.3. Suppose that in addition to the assumptions of Lemma 7.2 
the pair of positive functions (t, , tz) is such that 
lim inf r’ + ’ ((Im O), - t, -t*)(r) > -1. 
r+‘K 
(7.13) 
Then there is a constant y such that for large enough r,, and for ever?? g and 
corresponding solution v of the basic equation (4.2) 
II(L) - iO)vll? l.(3r”.a) + ll(u, w:‘211f t.c3r,,. I , 
G Y,\::” (v3Bv)dr)dr + Y.[: 1(1/t,> Ig(r)li+ (l/t,) lQI*(r)2 
+ rPitE” lcBl*(r)‘) Iv(r)li) log rdr. (7.14) 
Furthermore this estimate is uniform in ,u in #‘,(.W) for each bounded 
interval 7. 
We start the proof of this lemma by introducing a cut-off function o 
corresponding to the interval (2r,, 3r,). More specifically. 
and 
O<#<l and r ,< 2r,, , (7.15) 
r > 3r,. 
O<#’ and sup $?i’ = ‘I’ < co. (7.16) 
It is not difficult to exhibit such a function and for an explicit formula we 
refer to Eidus ]3] or Jager 14, Hilfssatz 41. Next we show that for such a cut- 
off function, 
fx (r-l + ((Im O), - t, - t2)(r) log r) 4(r) I(0 - 8) v(r)l: 
. ro 
J ma: < ((l/t,> I&)l:+ ((l/b) lQl*P)’ 
~re’+‘l~Ol*(r) Iv(r)[:] 4(r)log rdr 
- 5 m {(h Bv)i(r) + Wm @dr) 
+ 2T-l - r-l-&)(v, Bv)x(r)} g(r) log r dr. (7.17) 
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To prove this estimate first we claim that there is a sequence (rj} tending to 
infinity such that 
lim I(0 - is) v(rj)l: log rj = 0. 
j-cc 
(7.18) 
To see this, note that 
I(0 - 8) u(rj)li log rj = l/r I(0 - ie) u(r)l>l/(r log r). 
According to Theorem 4.1 the numerator is integrable near infinity and it is 
an elementary fact that the denominator is not. This proves relation (7.18). 
Second, we note that for each function d the product rule yields 
(I(0 - i~9)u 1: 4 log)‘(r) = (r-l$(r) + 4’(r) log r) I(0 - i0) u(r)/: 
+ (I(0 - ie) u(r)\:)’ p(r) log r. 
Since according to definition (7.16) 4’ is positive, this formula implies 
(I(0 - ie)ul:# log)‘(r) > r-‘d(r) I(0 - 8) u(r)l: 
+ (I(0 - iB) u(r)l:)’ 4(r) log r. 
Integrating this inequality over the interval (r,, , rj) and using relation (7.18) 
we find 
0 > 
I 
w I(0 - if?) u(r)l: r-‘g(r) dr 
ro 
+ lrn ([(II - ie) u(r)I’,)’ #(r) log r dr. 
ro 
(7.19) 
Using Lemma 7.2 to estimate the second term of inequality (7.19) we obtain 
estimate (7.17). 
We continue the proof of Lemma 7.3 by choosing the constant rO. Our 
first requirement is that 
r -’ + ((Im e), - t, - t2)(r) log r > fr-’ for r > rO. (7.20) 
Assumption (7.13) clearly allows us to choose such an rO. Multiplying 
inequality (7.20) by the function 4 I(0 - ie)ul: and integrating over the 
interval (rO, co) and using definition (7.15) we obtain the lower estimate for 
the left member of estimate (7.17), 
$ ll(o - ie)Ul12_1,~3ro,m~ G 1 O” (r-l + ((Ime)* - 4 - MrYogr) 
;‘#(r) I(0 - 8) u(r)l: dr. (7.21) 
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Our second requirement on the constant r0 is that 
2(Im Q,(r) + 2r-’ - FpE> r-l for r > rO > 1. (7.22) 
Assumption (2.8) of Condition II clearly allows us to choose such an ro. We 
claim that this inequality implies that there is a constant 7 such that for 
every solution L’ of the basic equation (4.2) 
-fx ((c, h);(r) + (2(Im 19),(r) + 2~’ - V’ -“)(v, Bv),(r)} d(r) log r dr 
. 10 
< y’ (3r” (u, h),(r) dr - j3T r-‘(u, h),(r) dr. 
’ ro ” 
(7.23) 
Note that estimate (7.23) gives an upper estimate for the second integral of 
estimate (7.17). To prove this estimate recall the positive definiteness relation 
(3.6) and, that according to definition (7.15) $ is positive. These two facts 
together with inequality (7.22) yield, 
-is (2(Im O),(r) + 2r-’ - r-‘-‘)(u, Bc)x(r) 4(r) log r dr 
< -fry’ (0, Bu)&) 40-I log r dr. 
“10 
(7.24) 
To estimate the remaining term in estimate (7.23) we integrate by parts. This 
yields, 
-r (u, h);(r) $(r) log r dr = - [ (0, h),(r) Q(r) log r-1; 
lro 
+ (’ (u, Bu)x(r)(#(r) log r)’ dr. 
-To 
Using the positive definiteness relation (3.6) and definition (7.15) again. we 
see that 
-I(u, BUM-) 4(r) loi3 rl:io < 0 for r/>r,> 1. (7.25) 
Inserting this inequality into the previous relation. we find 
- (’ (u, Bu)f(r) 4(r) log r dr < Jr’ (t’, Bu)x(r)($(r) log r)’ dr. (7.26) 
’ ro ro 
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Similarly to the proof of inequality (7.25) we see that the constant y of 
definition (7.16) is such that 
r (u, B~)~(r)(#(r) log r)’ dr < r (II, BzI)~(~) r-l dr 
rll 10 
+ y JIr” (u, h),(r) log I dr. 
WI 
Inserting this inequality into inequality (7.26) and adding inequality (7.24) 
to the result, we arrive at, 
co - J {(u, Bu)t(r) + (2(Im O),(r) + 2r-’ - r-lwE)(u, h),(r)} $(r) log r dr ro 
< 
J 
’ (u, Bv)x(r) rpl( 1 - d(r) log r) dr 
Q 
+ y JIr” (u, h),(r) log r dr. 
al 
Finally, define 
fT= sup (r-‘(1 -4(r) log r) + ylog r), 
ro<r<3ro 
(7.27) 
Now we impose our third requirement on the constant rO. Namely, we 
require that 3r, > e2. Then we see from the definition (7.15) that 
r-*(1 - 4(r) log r) < -r-l for r>3r,. 
Inserting this inequality and the previous definition into inequality (7.27) we 
obtain estimate (7.23). 
We complete the proof of Lemma 7.3 by inserting estimates (7.23) and 
(7.21) in estimate (7.17). Because of definition (7.15) this yields conclusion 
(7.14). 
We return to the proof of Theorem 7.1. First we claim that there is a 
constant y such that for every g and corresponding solution u of basic 
equation (4.2) 
J 3ro(~~~~)xd~S~(IIgll~+c+II~11~~-~). 2ro 
(7.28) 
To see this we need [4, Hilfssatz 31 of Jlger. This shows that to a given 
constant y, and given interval (r,,, 4r,) there is another constant y such that 
for every function u in C’((r,, 4r,), a), 
(7.29) 
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implies 
(3m (IDv(r)l$ + (u, h),(r)) dr < [“” (7 Iu(r)Ii + I g(r)li) dr. (7.30) 
.2r(j Jr” 
Clearly, the solution u of the basic equation (4.2) satisfies inequality (7.29 
with 
h = rosy~4rD IP - W>l. 
At the same time it follows from definition (3.5) and from the assumption! 
of Theorem 2.1 that this constant is finite. Since our weight function is 
bounded below by 1 and since on the interval (ro, 4r,) it is also bounded 
from above, there is a constant y such that 
Inserting this inequality in estimate (7.30) we find estimate (7.28). 
Second we choose t, by the requirement that 
(7.3 1) 
Clearly, this holds for 
t,(r) = (1 + r)-1-2”log r. 
Third, we choose t, by 
t2(r) = IQ\*(r) ((Re t9)i*(r)-1’2 log r(1 + r)- “‘. 
so that 
(l/tz(r))IQl*(r)210gr=lQl*(r)/Re0/*(r)”2(l +r)E’2. 
Inserting assumption (2.7) of Condition II and estimate (6.10) in this 
equality we find that there is a constant y such that for large enough r, 
(l/f2(r))/QI*(r)’ Iu(r)l:log r<ylQl*(r)/Re8I+(r) -“‘*(I + r) “I 
x (IRe @l,(r))’ I(0 - ie) u(r)i: 
+ ll4i,-,+ lIgll:+J (7.32) 
Assumption (2.5) of Condition I, assumption (2.6) of Condition II and 
relation (3.15) together allow us to choose an r. so that 
viQ1*(r)IRe8(,(r)~3’2(1+r)~E’Z~ar..’ for r > r,, . 
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Integrating inequality (7.32) over such an interval we find 
x (1 + V’* dr 
1 
(Ibll’~-s+ II sll:+d (7.33) 
To estimate the first term on the right note that the triangle inequality 
implies that 
ll(D - iO)ullf I,(r,,m) G II@ - W4~I,~3r,,m, + 2W41~1,cr,,3r,~ 
+ IIw1.v0,3r0J~ 
Second, we note that, according to Condition I, to the interval (rO, 3r,) there 
is a constant y such that 
II w l,(r,,3ro) OII4L. 
Third, we note that the positive definiteness relation (3.6) and estimate (7.30) 
together imply 
IIW’ I,(r~,3r~)~Y~II~II~~-~+ll~ll:+~>. 
Combining these three estimates we obtain that there is another constant y 
such that 
$ ll(D - iS>vll? I,~r,,00~~~ll~~-~~>~ll~~.~3r,,m~+~~II~ll~~-~+ll~ll~+~>. 
(7.34) 
To estimate the second term on the right of estimate (7.33) we note that 
according to assumption (2.5) of Condition I this integral is finite. Inserting 
this fact and estimate (7.34) in estimate (7.33) we see that there is a constant 
y such that 
I m (l/f2(r)) IQ I * (9’ I4r)li log r dr 10 
~all(D-ie>~Il~,,,3,,,,, +~~ll~II~~-~+II~ll~+~>. (7.35) 
Assumption (2.12) of Condition IV shows that there is a constant y such 
that 
i 
“r-1+E’2~68~*(r)21u(r)l~logrdr~yIIu~/~,-,. 
ro 
(7.36) 
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Finally inserting estimates (7.36), (7.35), (7.31), and (7.28) in Lemma 7.3 
we arrive at conclusions (7.1) and (7.2). This completes the proof of 
Theorem 7.1. 
8. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1 
We have seen in Section 3 that to prove Theorem 2.1 it suffices to show 
that the operator L(P) of definition (3.2) is such that 
sup suPIIR01,UP)hll -,LJllhll,+2c< a. (8.1) 
Following Eidus [3] we prove this relation indirectly. Accordingly, we 
assume that there are sequences {pi) and (/I,} such that 
(8.2) 
Next define 
and 
gj=hj/llR~.j,L(P))hjII~,~, (8.3) 
Then, clearly, 
and 
uj =ROlj, L(P)) hj/llR&,j~ L(P)) h,jllL I- c’ (8.4) 
olj - L(p)) vj = $i (8.5) 
IIUjllL-B= l* (8.6) 
At the same time it follows that 
lim II gjll1 + 2E = 0. 
i-m 
(8.7) 
The following two lemmas will imply that relations (8.5)-(8.7) are incom- 
patible. 
Similarly to the proof of Propositions 1.2 and 1.5 in the lectures of Saito 
(201 we see that relations (8.5~(8.7) allow us to apply the Rellich 
compactness criterion [ 151 to the sequence of definition (8.4). This yields the 
existence of a subsequence, which we also denote by {vj}, such that for each 
bounded interval Y- it is a Cauchy sequence in I!!,(.P, X). At the same time 
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it follows that there is no loss of generality to assume that it converges 
almost everywhere. Next define 
V(T) = lim uj(r). 
.i+m WV 
Then, clearly, 
lim (Iu-vjjlp=O. j+m (8.9) 
LEMMA 8.1. The limit function of definition (8.8) is such that 
lI~ll-1-~= 1. (8.10) 
The key fact in the proof of this lemma is a consequence of Theorems 6.1 
and 7.1 and it is formulated in 
PROPOSITION 8.2. The sequence of definition (8.4) is such that 
lim SUPIlUjll-1-6,(r,m)=0* r+m j 
(8.11) 
We start the proof of this proposition by applying conclusion (6.1) of 
Theorem 6.1 to each element of the sequence of definition (8.4). This implies 
the existence of constants r,, and y(r) such that for each vi, 
for r > rO. Conclusion (6.2) of Theorem 6.1 and relations (8.6) and (8.7) 
together give an estimate for the sum of the second and third terms of 
estimate (8.12). In fact, they show that 
(8.13) 
Similarly, conclusion (7.1) of Theorem 7.1 and relations (8.6) and (8.7) 
together show that 
lim wy(r) II@ - W Vjll-l,(r,co) = 0. r-co j (8.14) 
Inserting relations (8.13) and (8.14) in estimate (8.12) we obtain conclusion 
(8.11). This completes the proof of Proposition 8.2. 
We return to the proof of Lemma 8.1. First we note that for each function 
u, 
IIfJII-L--E= pg IlUll-I--E,W.r~* (8.15) 
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According to definition (2.15), for each r our weight function is bounded 
over the interval (0, r). Inserting this fact and relation (8.9) in relation (8.15) 
we find 
(8.16) 
Second, we note that applying relation (8.15) to each element of this 
sequence yields 
Inserting relation (8.6) in this relation we find 
1 = lim lim /I UjlJ-, .E,t,I.rj. j+cc r+cc 
(8.17) 
Third, we note that Proposition 8.2 implies that the limit in relation (8.17) is 
uniform in j. As is well known, this, in turn, implies that the iterated limits in 
relations (8.16) and (8.17) are equal. Therefore, the left members of these 
relations are also equal. This completes the proof of Lemma 8.1. 
Since, by assumption, 3 is a compact interval, the sequence (pi) has a 
convergent subsequence. As before we denote it by the same symbol, and 
define 
J = lim pj. 
j-00 
(8.18) 
LEMMA 8.3. Let the function v be defined by relation (8.8). Then 
-D*v+Bu+(A-P)u=O (8.19) 
and there is a positive number r0 such that 
To prove conclusion (8.19) we note that it is an immediate consequence of 
relations (8.5) and (8.7) that this relation holds in the weak sense. The proof 
of Lemma 8.2 shows that 
lim IIu-v~~~-,-~=O. 
j-m 
This, in turn, shows that conclusion (8.19) also holds in the strong sense. 
The key fact in the proof of conclusion (8.20) is the estimate, 
SUP ll(o - if9 ujll- I,Crfl.CC) < O3 j 
(8.21) 
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which is a consequence of Theorem 7.1. In fact, inserting relations 
(8.5)-(8.7) in conclusion (7.1) of Theorem 7.1 we find estimate (8.21). 
To complete the proof of conclusion (8.20) we introduce a family of semi 
norms on Cr(9+, a); 
Similarly, to the proof of Proposition 1.2 in the lectures of Saito [20] we see 
that each vj is in the completion of C&,(9+, D) with respect to such a 
seminorm. At the same time it follows that this sequence has a subsequence 
which converges with respect o each of these seminorms, provided that .P is 
a bounded interval. Hence denoting this subsequence by the same symbol, 
Part of this statement is that the limit on the right exists and it is finite. Since 
the functions 10/*(r) and r-’ are bounded on each bounded interval ,P 
which is bounded away from zero, this yields 
IIP-i@~ll- I,.F=,‘$ lW-i~)~jllLI.~~ 
Inserting estimate (8.21) in relation (8.23) we arrive at 
yp II@ - i@~IILl.~ < 00. 
(8.23) 
This completes the proof of conclusion (8.20) and of Lemma 8.3. 
we return to the proof of relation (8.1). Lemma 8.3 and the assumptions 
on P allow us to apply to the function v a theorem concerning growth 
properties of solutions of the reduced wave equation. This theorem will be 
formulated in part II of this paper and we can conclude from it that u was 
identically zero. This clearly contradicts Lemma 8.2. This contradiction, in 
turn, completes the indirect proof of relation (8.1) and of Theorem 2.1. 
Note that in the proof of Theorem 2.1 we did not use conclusion (7.2) of 
Theorem 7.1. This conclusion was isolated for future reference. 
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